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English 101 final exams
will be 7:30 to 10 a.m. Monday, Dec. 13. EnJJiish 100 and
102 exams will start at 8 a.m.

Mqnday, November 29,1976

•

Mid-Block Lighting 1n UNM Area· Delayed
By Joe Donnelly
.
· The completion date for the
installation of mid-block lighting
on streets in the University area has
been set back two months, a N.M.
Public Service Co. (NMPS)
spokesman said.
Jere Abernathy, lighting con. sultant for NMPS, said installation
of 239 street lights in addition to
existent corner lighting in the UNM
area will not l:le completed by the
Dec. 31,. deadline the. company had
·
originally set.
In an interview with the LOBO,
Abernathy said the remainder .of
lights to be installed in the area.
should be completed by the end of
February.
.
Abernathy says in a letter written
to Robert A. Fosnaugh, traffic
engineer
for
the city of
Alb!Jquerque, that 65 per cent of
the iights could be installed by Dec.
31.
He also estimates that easements

for S5 of the 125 lights to be installed in the area directly south of
the UNM campllS called the
·"student ghetto" should be obtained bY. Nov. 30.
Abernathy said a lack oflighting
fixtures and trouble in locating
property owners whose approval is
needed to give the company an
easement (permission) to install a
light on their property are the
causes for th'e delay.
As or' Nov. 16, installation of
lights has stalled because of a lack
of fixtures which extend from· the
pole that house the light. Abernathy said the company has more
of the fixtures on order and could
install an<?ther 30 lights when the
shipment arrives.
He said obtaining easements
previously had been stalling installation because many of the
people who own property in the
UNM area live out of town.

Pres. Tobias Answers
Senator-Elect's Charges

,,

Abernathy said tracking down
the owner of property gets' complicated if the property owner
refuses to grant an easement. Then
there is another search for an
alternative site and permission to
install a lig~t.
Abernathy said that of the 126
property owners who have ·been
contacted, only 15 have refused to
grant an easement.
Becau~e of the problem in
locating owners of property in the'
primarily. rent district, and oc-.
casionally · being refused an
easement, Abernathy s'aid some
blocks will only have one pight
installed while most will have the
planned two lights.
Bob Fosnaugh .said some people
refuse the lights because they fear it
will raise property taxes or throw
out too much light which would
detract from what some residents in
the area describe as a rural neigpborhood.
·
H~wever, Fosnaugh said many
of the people who live on their own
property are happy to get the lights
on their own property.
"It's normally the unfortunate
case that two-thirds of the people in
an area· want the light and the
power lines are on someone else's
property thereby frustrating the
desires of the two-thirds,"
Fosnaugh said.
·

By Ruth S. lntress
ASUNM President Damon Tobias rebutted Senator-elect P.M. DuffeyIngrassia's accusations that were printed in last Friday's LOBO, but said,
''It is good to attack-the executive branch if you're a Senator.''
Tobias said Wednesday, concerning Duffey-Ingrassia's request for an
opinion from the attorney general on the president's·and vice president's
behavior, "It's perfectly her right to do it, but if anyone is slinging
rhetoric it is she and not I. She h;1s accused me of misrepresentation, and
in my opinion she has a political motivation for an attack.''
Tobias responded to Duffey-Ingrassia's statement that he "slandered
her senatorial character by blatant misrepresentation" by saying, "D~ring
endorsement sessions, I spoke to her senatorial record which is a public
By D.M. Flynn ·
record. Everything I said was my honest assessment of her performance on
the senate floor."
Several water and steam pipes on campus were
Tobias said he does not feel he or Vice President Dorothy Davidson broken over the Thanksgiving holidays as cold
were in the wrong by taking part in endorsement sessions. "My opinion is weather and snow struck Albuquerque and most of
derived from the ASUNM <;:onstitution where it says; 'their sole function ' New Mexico.
Six water pipes were reported broken around
shall be to certify results.' In reality, to certify the results I sign a piece of
paper saying I think the election commission did an honest job counting campus. Col. Fred Couffer of the UNM Police said
ballots. If I or the vice president didn't certify the election, the Elections the leaks occurred in the chemistry building, Johnson
· Commission has.the inherent power to certify it themselves," he said.
Gym, the football stadium, 1717 Roma NE, Marron
Tobias cited the spring election of 1975 as anexample of an election Hall and Zimmerman library. A steam leak was
with a·non-presidential certification. In that election, the Elections Com- reported in the Fine Arts Annex.
mission Chairwoman Susan Walton and the Attorney General Larry Hanna made the certifications.
The air conditioning and heating system of the
"The role of the President is the prerogative of the individual as long as chemistry building began leaking on the roOf of the
it doesn't interfere with their job. Three of my predecessors endorsed or structure. The leak was reported Saturday night.
campaigned for other candidates seeking office," he said.
Physical plant carpenters responded and shut off the
Tobias said he was at the IFC endorsement meeting as a member of the water supply.
ATO delegation. "I couldn't have stayed for certain parts of the meeting if
i\ broken water line on the east side of Johnson
I wasn't a Greek," he said.
·

Freezing .Weat~er Breaks Pipes,
Causes Minor floodi.ng at UNM

)
•I

Gym flooded the access road sometime Saturday
afternoon.
Minor flooding caused by broken pipes in the dark
room of Marron· Hall filled the hallways with water.
The UNM stadium also suffered minor flooding as a
water fountain leaked into the service area on the third
level of the new press box addition.
Small leaks were also reported in the basement of
1717 Roma NE (UNM Personnel Department) and the
Special Collections Department of Zimmerman
Jibrary.
The physical plant also stopped a steam pipe leak in
the Fine Arts Annex Sunday afternoon. A leak of that
nature, "if let go unchecked could have developed into
worse problems,'' Couffer said.
The Women's Center, 1824 Las Lomas NE, was
also affected by the storm as high winds on Friday
blew in the plate-glass wind own on the east side of the
(Continued on page 121
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Phbtos by Tim Gallagher

Winter .Hits the Duck Pond
I

Hockey enthusiasts took advantage of the unusual in the Southwest~ice~Sunday on UNM's Duck Pond.

The ducks, though, weren't especially thrilled about the freezing temperatures.
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In First Week of Carter's Term

Draft Evaders To Be Pardoned
· PLAINS, Ga, (UPI)-Jimmy impact the Carter pardon will have,
Carter's chief spokesman said Powell said in an interview.
Saturday the President-elect,
A clemency program established
following through on a campaign by President Ford in 1974 ·gave
promise, is preparing a blanket outright pardons or pardons
pardon of Vietnam draft evaders conditioned on a term of public
and will issue it during his first s"ervice work to 14,514 draft evaders
week in office,
and military deserters. But more
Press Secretary J ody Powell said than 113,000 men were eligible for
Carter also plans to make the basic the program, and fewer than 22,000
decision at the first of the year of applied. The program ended in
whether to ask Congress for a tax September 1975.
cut. He said, however, h may be
Powell said Carter's action on
later before Carter decides the pardon issue symbolized the
specifically what to ask for should President-elect's determination to
keep his campaign promises and
he decide on a cut.
·Powell said the President-elect added, "If he says he's going to do
already has a group of staff it, he will."
·
members preparing the pardon
Powell said, however, that Carter
order.
still believes deserters-as opposed
Powell said Carter has assigned to those who ducked the drafDavid Berg, the President-elect's t-should be dealt with on a caseliaison with the Justice Dept., to by-case basis.
"He sees the need to make a
begin preliminary work.
Berg will be in charge of research distinction between desertion and
on what has been done in the past selective service violations," said
to offer pardons and the potential Powell. "There are varying degrees
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of circumstances.''
On the tax-cut issue, Powell said
Carter would "make some basic
sort of determination" at the first
of the year, after he has seen what is
happening to the economy at that ·
time.
- Once during the campaign Carter
said a tax cut was "inevitable," but
he almost immediately backed
down. Federal Reserve Chariman
Arthur Burns and various key
congressmen have warned against a
premature decision.
Powell also said present plans do
not call for formulation of a
"Carter budget" to replace the one
now being formulated by President
Ford. He said present thinking calls
for amendments to the Ford
budget, and the extent of those
amendments is yet to be decided.
Carter Administration planners
are also looking at miljtary personnel costs-including such
"sacred cows" as the $8.5 billion
yearly retirement system-as an
area where defense spending can
eventually be cut, informed sources
said.
Military and civilian payrolls,
retirement and related costs such as
military housing and schools for
uervice· dependents comprise about
55 per cent ·or this year's $111.9
billion Defense Dept. budget.
A Carter transition team headed
by Richard C. Steadman, 44, a New
York investment banker who served
in the Pentagon during the Johnson
Administration, will look at major
Defense Dept. decisions that must
be made in the first three months of
the new administration.
Those decisions include such
items as whether to proceed with
the $22.9 billion Bl bomber
program and what alternatives to
immediate production of the
bomber might be available.
But the entire defense budget for
the 1978 fiscal year, which the Ford
Administration will submit before
leaving office, also will be
examined to identify "problem
areas," sources said.
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Regularly 75~ each
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By United Pr·ess International

Bit;~ Burt;~ers

'1· 25

This Dauble Decker is a meal in itself meat
patties, 3 buns, lettuce, tomato, mustard
Catchup, cheese, pickle
· Caupan eMpires December&, 197&

Gaulists Adopt Platform

z0

PARIS-The leadership of the Gaullist Party adopted an
aggressive political platform Sunday in defiance of President Valery
· Giscard D'Estaing's appeals for unity in the government coalition.
The Gaullists announced a rally next Sunday to launch the
movem.ent under a new name and to elect a new president-almost
certain to be former Premier Jacques Chirac.
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5101 Lomas Blvd. N.E

Spanish Communists Arrested
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Any lVasb aud/o•• -wax lVith 'I'll is (;ontlOu
Expires Dec. 3, 1976

MADRID, Spain (UP!)-Two communist leaders were arrested
Sunday, a day after moderates and leftists joined hands for the first
time to challenge a Dec. 15 referendum on Spain's shift toward
democracy.
Simon Sanchez Montero and Jaime Ballesteros, top members of the
increasingly active Spanish Communist Party, were arrested at a
truck factory where communist recruits were receiving their party
membership cards.

Time Says CIA Report False
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2216 Central S.E.-265-5986
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Iea!!le bring your coupon, Expires December 6, 1976

NEW YORK-The CIA, using the Howard Hughes-built Glomar
Explorer with its submersible barge and remote-control "claw,"
salvaged all of a sunken Soviet submarine in 1975-not just the front
end of it as the spy agency initially reported, Time Magazine said Sunday.
In 1975, the CIA said the sub, grappled by the Glomar's claw,
broke in t'Wo and that the stern section-containing top-secret Soviet
missiles and the ship's code room-was lost.

Choice of Potato and Texas Toast
Free Ice Cream Cone With Each Meal
Coupon expires December 5, 1976
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3920 Central SE
6301 Menaul NE

I ·Order
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If the lands are not given to the
peasants, "there will be more invasions and more violence in the
Sinaloa countryside," Sinaloa Gov.
Alfonso Calderon said.

Different Types
Of Hamburgers

More than 200 peasants were
reported to have moved onto 4,342
acres Saturday, some of which are
not included. in the 29,309-acre
concession. There were no reports
of violence.

Green Chili

Tacos

Red Chili

Burritos

Jumbo Jacks

3 BurrHog
Red or Breen Chili,
lettuce and Cheese
Plem Brfng C. upon; Etpit8< Ou•mhu S
'I

Regular Size
SUNDAES

for the price of one

Reg.$1.59

Ground Sirloin

Landowners in Mexic·a
Plan Court Injunction
stake in the dispute planned to
launch court action to block the
agreement.
"We will go all the way to the
Supreme Court if necessary to keep
from having our land taken away,"
Alejandro Gastelum, one of the,
leaders of the farmers' group, was
quoted as saying ..
The decree ceding the 29,309
acres of farmland to communal
farms was scheduled to be signed
Monday.

I

$1.39

Time said the report was false-a cover story, aimed at precluding
embarrassment for the Russians who had trawlers in the area and
were aware the entire sub had been salvaged.

CULIACAN, Mexico (UP!) More than a thousand landowners
plan to seek a court injunction
Monday against an agreement
reached between the government
and large landowners turning over
land to peasants, according to
New Mexico
Mexican newspapers.
Outgoing
President
Luis
DAILY LOBO
Echeverria
and
some
large
JanNo. 69
Vol. 81
downers announced agreement
Box20, University P.O., Ul'<M
Friday to turn over 29,309 acres of
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Pacific coastal farmland to landless
Editorial Phone: (505)277-4102,
peasants who are pressing for
277-4202.
agrarian reform.
The New Mexir:o Daily Lobo is published
The agreement was announced
Monday throUgh Friday every regular week of
the University year and weekly during the sumshortly before a deadline set by
mer session by the Board of Student Publications
20,000 peasants who said they
of the University of New Mexico. and is not
financially associated with UNM. Second class
would occupy 195,390 acres in this
postage paid at Albuquerque. New Mexico
87131. Subscription rate is $10.00 for the
rich Paci fie coast area. Many were
academic year.
standing,by
trucks ready to move to
Tite opinions expressed on the edjtoria1 pageS
Q( The Daily Lobo are those of 1hc author -~olely.
the disputed land.
Unsigned opinion is that oft he edilorial board of
The Daily Lobo. Nothing printed in Tlte Dai~v
But three Mexican newspapers
Lobo necessarily represents the v·ir::ws of the
· said Sunday that "more ·than
Universityo( New Mexico.
1,000" owners whose land is at

Dairy Queen Braizer*
has it all
Food and Dessert
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With this coupon
Valid only at 2300 Central or 12th & 1-40
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3424 Central SE- 266-9296
The Closest Flower and Pfoflf Store to UNM
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Editorial

\.

r
I

Big-Time Mentality

I

The mentality of big-time athletics, once restricted to men, has
now entered the area of women's sports and has claimed four new
victims.
Women's Athletic Director Linda Estes, in her attempt to recruit
top women athletes to UNM, has come under the influence of
those who say, "The bigger the better, and forget the minor sports." Estes recommended to the athletic council in October that
UNM drop women's field hockey and replace it with softball. The
council approved this decision and, unless it reverses th~ decision,
four members of the field hockey team will be without scholarships
next year.
Estes says she wants to add softball because the sport is
growing. We cannot argue with that. A summer softball tourney at
Los Altos park drew more than 1000 spectators.
But the decision to drop field hockey is ridiculous. Amy Rivera,
one of the women who will lose her scholarship if field hockey is
dropped, said, "There's no growth lin minor sports) if you drop one
sport to add another."
The statement leads us to another conclusion about Estes. She
fights so righteously for compliance with th~ Title IX regulations
requiring equal opportunities for men and women. Apparently,
Estes wants equal opportunities for women when compared with
men, but unequal opportunities for women when compared with
other women.
How can Ms. Estes justify the fact that she is creating opportunity for some women, while ending it for others? The only answer we can think of is that she has fallen victim to the attitude that
pervades the men's athletic department. That attitude is one which 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 Lett e r!.'l IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIU 111111111111111111111111111111111111111
advocates pouring more money into the major sports (football and
basketball) while leaving the minor sports to wallow about with
miniscule budgets.
From the course I learned about organization led by "mechistas"
We would like to see some of the additional money UNM may Editor:
suppression,
oppression, sub- and "painters." The stereotype
In
response
to
the
recent
radical
receive this year, because of a rise in the recommended allotment
I
jugation,
hate
all gringos, and received is that "all Chicanos are
activities
happening
on
campus,
from the Board of Education and Finance, used to keep field
"down with the system."
would
like
to
express
my
feelings
oppressed radicals who hate the
hockey and add softball.
and the feelings of other Chicanos
I, along with several other gringo system."
IIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII who feel the same as I do.
Chicanos, did "A" work in the
Being that "mechistas" hate the
Letters to the editor ...
At the time that I entered UNM I class, but received "C's" because gringo system in the U.S. and
never imagined the existence of of our refusal to participate UNM, the administration would
Letters to the editor should
contemporary
oppression until I radically.
be no longer than 250 words,
profit by distributing "one-way"
·enrolled
in
a
course entitled
According to a recent pamphlet tickets to communist Russia to this
typewritten
and
double
"Sociology of the Barrio" in- distributed by the MEChA group of radicals.
spaced.
This is for all of you who are constructed
by Prof. Ezequiel Lopez. organization, Prof. Lopez is "being
I hope that the majority of the
Sender's name, address and
fused sometimes about the
fired
by
the
administration."
The
student
body will accept the fact
phone number must be in"melting-pot theory."
administration at this stage in the that not all Chicanos are inhumane
cluded with the letter or it
issue is merely reviewing the animals with immature spray-paint
Please read "Of Subways and
professor's contract.
Salami" in the Nov. 23 issue of will not be considered for
capabilities. One thing to remember
Sports
Illustrated.
Coach publication. Names will be
In another recent incident, three is that the walls, sidewalks, and
Gargano told me, "It was written withheld only by agreement
people were apprehended shortly buildings had nothing to do with
after several slogans were painted oppression. To the slogan-painters,
from a humanistic viewpoint, with with the editor, in person.
If a letter is from a group,
on various campus buildings.
everyone in mind."
"artistically you have no class at all
Editor:
It's really sad to know that all and I hope that you got your rocks
That includes everyone in New please inClude a name, phone
Please allow me to use the LOBO Chicanos will be stereotyped for off.''
Mexico, too. The coach said so.
number and address of a
as a medium with which to com- the stupidity of a small radical
Patricia "Brooklyn" DiVasto group member:
Name Withheld
municate with the vandals responby Garry Trudeau
by Garry Trudeau
sible for discoloring the beauty of
the UNM campus with-meaningless
·
political slogans:
There are no words that can express the absolute disgust with
which I viewed your tremendously
HAVEN'T
YOVHI!A!?IJ?
stupid act of protest last Monday
B.J.EWI
morning. The only thing you have
JUST GOT
accomplished by this demonTH&AXI
stration of idiocy is to bury
whatever legitimate aims the
organization you try to represent
under an example of public slander
that I, for one, will neither be able
to forget nor forgive.
Is this the kind of reputation of
moronic destruction you wish to
establish for yourselves? If nothing
else, you have ruined the years of
hard work that real people have
contributed to this University with
SEeMS 7HERC:S
11SHOLV5 t/JeU,/T5
just a couple of cans of spray paint.
HAROT/J7l3UOH,C'MON,
SfY1/J
NIJIII CRA cK!iR
0013SN'T
I say real people because I cannot
Of!.
tiJ17H YO/JR..
GJ/Raftll!R'S C/JMING IN! d.fi\1/HJI
t/KE
ti/HAT?
IT?
believe that anyone with any ideals
(
ANO NOW 7H& R/JSiiS M&
IVEU .. t/KE,
\
or hope for change could make
7Ti/UlJFJE() 8Y /A/HAT
IRRIGATe IT!
such an obscene gesture in the
He M/BIIT DO 7lJ
LOOK, THOS/3
name of those ideals.
THe RESToP 7H5
PE/Jf/.8 THINK
I am hoping for the present that
&Ar<OeN!'-.
/JIFF!:RENTL.Yf
the campus will have returned to its
former state by Thanksgiving. I
would be deeply ashamed to have
to admit to visiting relatives that
these meaningless slogans are an
indication of the intelligence of
,some of my peers.
David L. Roberson
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Don't Stereotype All Chicanos As Radicals

Writer Offers
New Analysis

U. Vandalism
Is Disgusting
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Unsigned editorials represent a
majority opinion of the D'ai!y Lobo
Staff .. Atl olher columns, cartoons
and teUcrs represenl the opmion
of the author and do not necessarily
refl(lCI the views of the staff.
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Man's activities at Lake Powell, Ariz., will continue to be researched by
two UNM biology professors with a $106,500 grant awarded to UNM by
the Research Applied to National Needs Division of the National Science
Foundation.
Entitled "Collaborative Research on Assessment of Man's Activities in
the Lake Powell Region," the project is under the direction of UNM
Biology Professors Loren D. Potter and David E. Kidd. The project ac. tually consists Qf three sub-projects involving biological limnology,
shoreline ecology and heavy metals.
"The kind of research we're doing is applied in the sense that data is
provided to user groups, such as the Bureau of Reclamation and the
National Park Service, that. serve as a basis for their management
decisions," said Prof. Kid d.
In the biology limnology sub-project, "we have assessed the degree of
nutrient enrichment of the lake," he said.
"Nutrients control the productivity of organisms in the Jake," Prof.
Kidd explained. "We have found that phosphorus controls the growth of
algae in the lake and this means that reservoir managers can minimize
water quality changes by controlling the amount of phosphorus introduced to the lake. This will also preserve a healthy fishery at Lake
Powell," he said.
"The general purpose of the biological limnology project has .been to
gather ol:J_servations which support the ·hypothesis that changing
recreational and power needs will produce deteriorating water quality at
Lake Powell and that sources and probable consequences should be
assessed so that various agencies may make management decisions," Prof.
Kidd said.
In the shoreline ecology sub-project, "attempts will be made to evaluate
the percentage of shoreline areas that are covered by vegetation," he said.
To date, Prof. Potter has mapped the 1800 miles of the lake's shoreline
and classified the types of materials found around the lake. "He has also
determined the extent of available shoreline for camping and· other
recreational activities," Prof. Kidd said. ·
Prof. Potter has found that a type of saltceder "invades the sandy water
drawdown zone of the lake in the more desirable recreational areas. This
makes camping difficult due to the heavy growths of vegetation and
noxious insects associated with the vegetation," said Prof. Kidd.
The final year of research will be devoted primarily to data analysis, the
preparation of a comprehensive atlas of shoreline surface materials and
geology, a bulletin on archeological and historic steps and trails, several
scientific articles for journal publications and major contribution to the
topic report on the Lake Powell Ecosystem.
In the heavy metal sub-project, Prof. Kidd said "we're monitoring 10
different elements and we're essentially interested in evaluating the levels
of these metals in the water." Results of this sub-project might be used to
establish water quality standards for the lake, he said.
Samples have already been collected and analyzed to establish baseline
concentrations for arsenic, calcium, cadmium, chromium, copper, iron,
lead, magnesium, selenium and zinc.
"It was possible to conduct a study of the accumulation of the same
elements in various organs of the important game fish species," he said.
This will determine "whether the levels in fish flesh are acceptable," he
said.
"Also, we're interested in what happens to these elements. We want to
know if they are sedimented or if they leave the lake to the river below,"
Prof. Kidd added.
The new grant will enable research to be continued for one more year.
"There has been a commitment to UNM of about $735,000 over the oast
_flye years," he said.
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Tobias' Actions To Be ·Discussed
By Ruth,.S. In tress
ASUNM Attorney General Brian
Sanderoff sais he will release his
opinion today on whether or not
ASUNM President D~tmon Tobias
acted outside of his presidential role
in the Fall general election.
Sanderoff said he was asked by
Sen.-elect P.M. Duffey-Ingrassia to
write an opinion after the incidents
that occurred at endorsement
sessions three weeks ago.
The opinion will, said Sanderoff,
"define the role of the ASUNM
president and vice president as of
what they can and cannot do during
an election."

· Scholarship
Offered for
Grad Student
A $1500 scholarship will be
available next. year to a graduate
student in library science.
The New Mexico Library
Association's Marion Dorroh
memorial scholarship will be
awarded to a full-time graduate
student in an accredited library
school.
Application information is
available from Darrell Jenkins,
chairman of the NMLA scholarship
committee, Box 3475, New Mexico
State University, Las Cruces,
88003.

Duffey-Ingrassia said, "I told
Brian that if I disagree with his
opinion I'll definitely take it to·
Student Court.
"During this and past elections
the executive branch has always
stuck their fingers in the election.
But I feel that by being part of the
executive committee you should be
completely impartial," Ingrassia
said.
Tobias said he is concerned about
the opinion for a number of
reasons. "If this turns into a court
case, this vindicates everyone's
opinion that ASUNM is a circus.
The election is over and now is not
the time to be campaigning.
Students would rather see the
senators, including DuffeyIngrassia, working on other
things."
However, Tobias sa'd he is·
"optimistic about the attorney
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general's opinion because the
ASUNM Constitution is very
specific in that area.''

UN,M SKI CLUB MEETING
Tuesday, November 30

S.U.B.- NORTH BALLROOM
• Presentation on Ski Design by Olympic Sports
• X-mas Trip • Weekend Taos Trip Transportation
• $3.00 Membership Dues • Racirtg Club

The accurncy and Integrity of God's Word is taught

:n daily (cllowships at 7:30 p.m. Monday through
Thursday, Cali842·95S9.
'fhc Women Studies is now accepting course
for the fall semester. The deadline for sub-

propos<~ls

missionisJan,21,1977.
Help to conserve resources and energy as well as
aesthetic values through legislation to promote the
returnable bottle. Call Rafael at 265-0956.

A fi1m about China made by Amerkans of Chinese
descent will be shown Tues •• Nov. 30 at 7:30p.m. in
Rm. 101, Mitchell Hall,

The English 101 final exam for fall semester will be
The American Society of Hemiug, Refrigerating
and Air-conditioning Engineers offers a grants-in-aid
program to full-time graduate student~ preparing for
work in that industry. Applications must be submitted by Jan, 1, March I, June I, or Sept. I. Call~
Lyniceat217-4467.

BUV1
GET1

held on Mnnday morning, Dec. 13, from 7:30a.m. to
10 a.m. and n01 from 8 to 10 a.m. as indicated in the

special c~amination schedule in the Nov. 8 LOBO and
in the spring preregistration schedule of classes.
Wagon Wheel Square Dance Club is dancing in the
cellar of Hok:ona Hall every Thursday m7 p.m.

FREE

Monday-Saturday, 7 - 9

Boogie To:

Fine Line
UNCLE NASTY'S
"A Good Place l'o Make fnends"

Copy Editor
Karen Moses

/
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REALLY ECONOMICAL TR.ANSPORTATION
Vespa Ciao mo-ped
Vespa Scooter

Architectural Center Assists Local Groups

Also Offers Tutoring & Counseling

(motorized bicycle)

U. Cl_ub Helps with Tax Returns
By Tim Higgins

,.. for more fun with great mileage
(up to 160 mpg) out of life!

JOE HEASTON MOTOR

, , , for low-cost transportation
(up, to 100 mpg) and fun too!
1410 Secon~ NW
CO.
Phone 247-2404

000

TONIGHT

CADILLAC BOB
0KIE'S
~~~~~~~~~~JiliOO~·~~

UNM's ATM Business Club exists primarily to
assist minority students whq are majoring in business
or economics, but the club might also be of interest to
any UNM students who are planning to pay their
income taxes next year.
The.ATM Business Club provides access to books
and supplies, tutoring and counseling for its 45
members, said coordinators Steve Becerra and Leo
Padilla.
In addition, the club provides free income-tax
return assistance for UNM students during the spring
semester.
ATM stands for "A Toda Madre," an idiom which
doesn't translate well into English but expresses the
enthusiastic attitude of the club's members.
"Our philosophy is one of helping each other at all
levels," Padilla said. "Business school can get pretty
tough."
The club operates on a cooperative basis-books are
swapped among members, and equipment is purchased with money from the members' optional $5
annual fees.
ATM Business Club is chartered by ASUNM, which

granted it $330 this year that was used to buy a
typewriter.
Scholarships for members, which range from $50 to
$100, come from the members' dues and from funds
provided . by such organizations as Albuql!erque's
Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, a local group of
busines1men.
Becerra said ATM members also help each other at
the post-education level-graduates who attain
business-management positions often call ATM to
. find potential employes.
A service provided by ATM that is available to all
UNM students is "VITA"-vplunteer income tax
assistance. ATM members prepare for this service by
attending IRS-sponsored seminars, which Padilla
described as "crash courses in income tax-return.
preparation," between the fall and spring semssters.
Padilla said he wanted to emphasize the fact that
ATM is open to freshmen and sophomores-its
tutorial services, he said, would be especial.ly
beneficial to them.
The coordinators said they welcomed new members
who could go' to A TM's office in the Chicano Studies
building.
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"EXPERIMENT JN JEWISH LEARNING" PRESENTS

BLU GREENBERG
"WOMEN'S LIBERATION:
THE DIALECTICAL RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN FEMINISM AND JUDAISM"
Thursday
DECEMBER 2, 1976
B P.M.

WOODWARD HALL
University oi New Mexico

For Brazil-'s Ministry of Education
A representative of the Brazilian
Ministry of Education concluded a
two-day visit to UNM last week
saying
she received
great
cooperation from campus administrators
in determining
strengths and weaknesses of UNM.
Therezinha Piancastelli was at
UNM as part of a study of
American universities being
considered for graduate-level
training of Brazilian university
faculty members.
She said the deans and. department chairpersons she met with
were "very open and displayed
extra
frankness"
in
their
discussions on how UNM may
provide relevant education for
Brazilian students.
However, she also said she will
have to wait until she returns to
Brazil to compare the mass of

Tickets on Sale allhe Door
S4.00
Admission:
Senior Cltlz~ns
& Students

Subscriptions $12.00

Regents' Meeting
Postponed

52.00

Students $6.00

The meeting of the UNM Regents
scheduled for Monday, Nov. 29,
has· been rescheduled for 2 p.m.,
Friday, Dec. 3.
At that m~eting UNM President
William E. Davis will report on the
recent Board of Educational
Finance hearings in Santa Fe.
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theatre.

A lecture on the "Earliest Man in the New \Vorld"
will be given Tue~., Nov. JO at 8 (l.m. in Biology ):{m.
100.
Student'> who v.crc cancelled out

ur

Audition., lor the (;;u;ulty Shn1~

he Mon., No\,
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"Head Trips for Dudes & Dolls"

7804Cenlra1Sf . __ _ _ _ _ _____.,
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and error" in selecting an appropriate institution, Piancastelli is
also examining how university
programs fulfill the priorities the
Brazilians have set for their own
institutions: studies in education,
administration, library science and
nursing heading the list.
She is also noting the more
aesthetic aspects of the campuses,
such as climate, friendliness and
interest level, in helping determine
suitability for foreign students.
Perhaps the principal way she
approaches this aspect is by
speaking to foreign students
already on campus .. "I would not
have been able to get an opinion
without visiting with the people
here," she said.

flhilo<,ophy
341:00:!, "Philo~ophy ur Dc.lth," may n~~i~tcr for
1hi., l.Uunc beginning :\-Ion., NO\. 29. C..o to the
rcgi\tration center, Bandelier r~q, to rcgi\tcr.

I

"th.::pl'rf\·<1 h.litcttl:'
\ll.lpr ,Hirl e~tr•• :,nliu.try rn.111rlJ.:l'olhilil). i1'-. th"~

information she has gathered from
the various universities before being
able to make a plausible comparison of programs.
The program is "aimed at
upgrading faculty" in Brazil,
Piancastelli said, and will determine
where each of 300 scholarship
recipients will be sent to receive
graduate training.
The bulk of the students will be
sent to the United States. Because
of the vacancies expected when the
faculty members go abroad, Brazil
is hoping young Ph. D. students
from this country will travel to
Brazil to fill the vacancies, conduct
research, or do both.
"It is then interesting for· both
countries," Piancastelli said,
adding that the surplus of Ph.D.
students in many disciplines in this
country may make the idea more
appealing.
Competition for scholarships is
very high and the Brazilian
government follpws "a very rigid
selection procedure," she said.
Because of the competition, she
said, "we want to make sure our
investment is a good investment.'~
As a result, her agency acts as an
information and orientation center
to help place students in universities
best suited to their interests and
specialties.
Besides trying to "diminish trial ·
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By John Carnahan
Architectural students find
themselves out of the classroom
situation and working instead with
clients with real money constraints
. as part of the Design apd Planning
Assistance Center.
However, the main purpose of
the DPAC is to lend student and
professional help to community
groups that cannot afford full-time
professional services.
The center is a non-profit
community-outreach program of
UNM' s School of Architecture and
Planning. The center h!lS been in
existence since 1969.
One project on the DPAC's

drawing boards is renovation plans that work on a state-wide basis.
for a rural medical clinic for Usually DPCA's work on a neighmigrant workers in San Miguel, borhood or city-wide basis," said
Nordhaus.
N.M.
"The idea for a DPAC first
The New Mexico center focuses
started on a national .)eve! in the
its work on different types of public
mid-60s," said Richard Nordhaus,
facilities such as medical clinics,
director of the New Mexico center. community
centers,
parks,
"The idea was generated by a playgrounds and day-care centers.
national movement by professional
Groups desiring the center's
architects to fill a social need. The
centers are analogous to the legal assistance first send in a formal
Jequest to the DPAC, which is then
aid society," he said.
There are about 80 centers handed over to an advisory board.
operating throughout the U.S. This board is composed of the
"The New Mexico center, along center's director; assistant director;
with thr,ee others, are unique an advisory faculty member, a
because they are the only centers Vista volunteer, an architectural

UNM Multi-Cultural Center Formed
Public school districts in New
Mexico will be able to receive
assistance
in multi-cultural
education from a new Multicultural Education Center at UNM.
Headed by Dr. Ignacio Cordova,
a former UNM educational administration professor, the center
will organize activities of six
programs including the Cultural
Awareness Center, the Southwest
Bilingual Education Resource
Center and Latin American
Projects in Education.
"We're trying to consolidate all
multi-cultural projects that relate to
the College of Education," Cordova said. "Our function will
include implementing projects as
well as coordinating them."
· The new center will also aid
public 'school districts in New
Mexico in designing, beginning and.
evaluating cultural programs.
"! envision a lot of College of
Education faculty members being
involved with public schools
. throughout the state in various
training projects," Cordova said.
He said 'over half of the students
in New Mexico's public schools are
members of ethnic minorities "and
I don't think we're giving school
teachers enough training to work
with these students."
Cordova said part of the solution
to upgrading teacher education in
cultural awareness and multilingual training is an emphasis on
on-site training "and a strong
service unit to work with and back
up the state's school districts."
Services offered by the six
projects that make up the new·
multi-cultural center range from
cultural awareness workshops for
teachers and administrators to
teacher training and textbook
development in Latin America.
-The Cultural Awareness
Center is a federally funded
assistance center for desegregation
and sex discrimination problems.
-The Cultural Awareness
Center Trilingual Institute gives
assistance to public schools in New
Mexico, Arizona and Nevada. It

deals primarily with language
problems of students whose
primary language is not English.
-The Southwest Bilingual
Education
Resource Center
provides support services for
bilingual education Title VII
federal programs in !'jew Mexico,
Northern Arizona, Colorado and
Texas.
. -Latin American Projects in
Education has provided technical
assistance to Latin American
nations such as Ecuador, Paraguay,
Brazil and Colombia for over a
decade. The program is currently
negotiating with Bolivia for rural
education technical assistance.
--Title Vll Bilingual Traineeship
Collaborative is an undergraduate
program with 30 participants who

furnished by clients and other
outside sources. These outside
sources include private cor·
porations, banks and professional
organizations such as the American
Institute of Architects.
Goals set for the center in the
coming years include increasing
assistance requests by I 0 per cent
and increasing the size of the advisory board in order to greater
represent a broader spectrum of the
community.
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receive financial assistance. The
program
provides technical
assistance in developing bilingual
programs.
-Title VII Doctoral Fellowship
Program has 36 persons this
academic year who are pursuing
M.A. or Ph.D. degrees in areas
such as special education, coun·
seling
and
guidance
and
educational administration. They
will become trainers of teachers in
bilingual education.

Monday nite football special

PITCHER BEER

$1.25
from kickoff to final gun

FREE POPCORN

Do You Need
Cash?
Earn $15.00 a weelk
Donate Twice W eekiJ

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center

Sam to 5pm
Tuesday-Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

Monday Night Football
Pitchers-Buy 2 get 1. Free
Six Foot T.V. Screen
Also Serving Great Lunches
11 :00 a.m. to 2:30 p.

TEAC®
TASCAM SERIES

Some people would.sell their mother to own a recording studio. Well, don't call the
whitest aver yet, TEAC Tascam Series is giving away a complete, ready to operate,
S-track recording studio. Mics., mixer, recorder/reproducers, everything ... except
a place to put it in of course.
All you have to do is visit the Hi-Fi House and pick up a contest entry blank. Sure,
someone will want to show you our equipment, but what the heck, if you're really
into music, someday you're going t~ have to get into recording equipment. Why not
start now. Why not start with the best: Tascam Series by TEAC.
Your entry blank also gets you into our ROLL YOUR OWN AT HOME T·shirt offer.
Ask a salesman to show you a sample. And why not try a "hands-on" demonstra·
tion of our pro-line recording equipme'nt. It might be your lucky day all the way
around.
Compressor/Limiter
DBX Model161
Digital Delay
MXR
Graphic Equalizer
UREIModel530
Line Level Mixer
TEAC Tascam Series-Model1

N~~-y

Microphones (6)
TEAC-Model ME-120
. Mixing Console
TEAC Tascam Series
Modei'J.OB
Monitor Amplifier
ACCUPHASE
Model P-300
Monitor Speakers (2)
JBL·Model4315
Patch Bay
TEAC-Model PB64

1/.t.

~+';.:

Recorder/Reproducer
TEAC Tascam Series-Model80·8
Reverb Unit
AKG·Model BX10
Synthesizer
.ARP-Model2600
Woman
Linda-Model
(shown but not offered)
Master Recorder
TEAC Tascam Series-Model25·2

'(10, @TEAC 1976

PICK UP YOUR ENTRY BLANK AT
THE HI-FI HOUSE (9:00am to 5:30pm)
TODAY OR TOMORROW ONLY!

I.!'

100

~

~

Copies
2818 Central SE
265-3435

student and a professional architect.
If a project is accepted, "We let
the group define the goals of their
project," said Nordhaus. "We
don't tell them what they need."
Eight to 12 architectural students
and about seven Vista volunteers
work at the center. These Vista
volunteers have graduated from
architectural programs. The·
volunteers are paid a basic cost-ofliving wage by Vista. Vista receives
its money from Action, a federal
program.
The space and equipment expenses of the center is financed by
UNM and its School of
Architecture and Planning.
Operating expenses such as
transportation and supplies are
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Just east of Central & Girard, near UNM
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Palmer Platter Fine
effort, was more his own but well at home but never caught on in
this country, Eventually "Joe"
somewhat less defined.
This, his third album, has went the way of most bands whose
covered all the bases for Palmer, records don't sell well.
Ironically, Palmer's own music is
whose career has been a succession
very
different from what he wrote
of near-misses.
He sang in an English jazz-rock for Vinegar Joe. The 1976 version
unit named after its leader, The of Robert's music is decidedly
Alan Bown. Vinegar Joe followed American, Toussaint and George
and Robert Palmer expanded his influenced, although this is the first
horizons,
although
to my of Palmer's three that Lowell
knowledge, he never came to George did not play on.
This one is more for Palmer, his
America.
Vinegar Joeiwas one of those fans and everyone to get into. The
rare rock 'n roll units that could tunes range from reggae to a cover
really spark on stage as well as on version of the Don Covay oldie
record. Along with one of Britain's "Have Mercy." (The Stones
most exciting female singers, Elkie covered this one in the mid-sixties.)
Brooks, her husband Pete Gage and
Sid~ One opens with "One Last
an impressive cast of band members Look" which is very well arranged
and side people, Vinegar Joe did
and augmented by slick backing
vocals.
"Keep In Touch" maves well
TAOS CARDS
into "Man Smart, Woman
Smarter,"
a
controversial
4605 Fourth Street N.W. • 345-2125
statement at least, put into an
electronic form drawing from
reggae, New Orleans jazz and steel
ADVENT CALENDARS
drums. Robert Palmer refutes
"some people's" statements that
A traditional way
"man lead woman astray" by
to mark the days to Christmas.
claiming "women are smarter in
every way ... "
Christmas Cards: Southwestern, Traditional
"Spanish Moon," a Lowell
Etchings• Personalized Service
George composition, carries the

Robert Palmer/Some People Can
Do What TheyLike/ILPS9420
Record Review by Dave Hammond
The new Robert Palmer LP is
Some People· Can Do What They
Like and has songs everyone will
like. This is Robert's third solo
effort and he is definitely doing
what he likes.
His collaboration with Little Feat
is carried on in fine tradition with
this one, using their unique musical
phrasing to frame his equally
unique and personal vocal style.
Robert's first collaboration with
Lowell George and Little Feat,
Sneak in' Sally Through The A/ley,
seemed to be another Feat album
with Palmer's voice and some
material by Alan Toussaint.
Pressure Drop, Robert's second

most rhythm
on this sidesense.
in a
drum-against-rhythm
~=~~~~~~~~~~;;;~~~~~~;~~~~~~~~~ strictly
Robert sings along and "Have

Free
Video
Tapes

Mercy" completes the side.
"Gatta Get A Grip On You"
opens Side Two in fine fashion but
has so many side players, it's hard
to tell who plays what. Chuck
Rainey is even here in probably his
700th session this year alone.

"What Can~ You Bring Me"
R. Buckminster Fuller: THE V:-!ORLD GAME brings the rhythm section to full
force. "Hard Head" is slow and
Inventor Of The Geodesic Dome,
blue-sy with Greg Carroll adding
World Traveller, Holder Of 150 Patents,
harmonica.
Philosopher, Lecturer, Cosmogonist
"Off The Bone" is a ·musical
collage with banjo, penny whistle,
Buckminster Fuller Will Speak
harp, and who-knows-what-else
Dec. 7 At 8 pm In Popejoy Hall
added for color.
The title track-most bands have
10-3 Daily In The SUB Ballroom
them-"Some People Can Do
':::::=:::;~;;;;;;;~;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~~;;;~;;:::=::====:=:~What They Like" closes the side
and leaves 'em dancing in the aisles:
a fine finish to what will stand as
Palmer's best effort to date.

Sponsored by Student Activities

Some People Can Do What They
·Like is a good album all around:
every song is strong.
Robert Palmer's following is
probably what is commonly termed
a "cult following" but with this
new LP a deserving artist should
come into full view and will surely
gain many happy fans.
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Beard's Roman Women, A Novel,
by Anthony Durgess. McGraw-Hill
Book Co., N.Y. $8.95; /55 pp.;
i//ustr.
Review by J .C. Ogilvie
Anthony Burgess is perhaps best
known for A Clockwork Orange of
his sixteen books of fiction, seven
of nonfiction and five translations;

musi-Surve_y
Ron Beard, protagonist ·of this
story, is a scenario writer for a
Hollywood film producer and all
through the book allusions to what
he is writing or has written crop up;
a bundle of copy is stolen as he is on
his way to the post office to mail it
to Hollywood; typewriter on a
board laid on a kitchen sink is a

Il
l

l

Twin Album Reviews
Of 2 Dlffetlng Sounds
Reviews by Dana Peterson
Country Joe McDonald/Paradise
with an Ocean View/Fantasy/F9495
By now I think nearly everyone
has heard at least, some of this
album. "Save the Whales," "Oh!
Jamaica" and "Breakfast for
Two" have become contemporary
FM classics. By now some of you
may have bought it, in which case
you may not be very interested in
what I have to say, so you are
excused. This album has a 1975
copyright date on it. In a month
and a ]\a! fit will be 1977. Sa there is
little I can say about this album that
hasn't already been said already.
It has been a commercia!' success
and with good reason. Good
compositions, carefully written

l
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Chuck
Mangione/Main
Squeeze/A&M SP-4612
Chuck Mangione has been
around a lot of years and for most
of those years he has been living on
the fringe of fame, but has never
seemed to break throtlgh to the
household-word status. But I
suppose he's as famous today as
any other contemporary jazz
musician. At any rate, this new
effort will da little to promote his
position.

characters, and a series af plot
twists and turns that culminate in
one of the most extraordinary rape
scenes in modern fiction. But again,
in true Burgess style, this time the
protagonist is raped by three young
women.
"As the three nude Amazons
descended on Beard and divested
him of his clothes, one said: "The
point is, that we !lave to be in
control of it. They see that question
mark, like now."
"Ah-no," Beard said. "There
are some things that no man can be
made to do."
"You're very wrong," the
woman said, shaking her locks of
dirty corn, a grain unharvest, "as
you will see."
"Never too old to learn, Beard
thought sadly, as he lay under her
and was very rigorously used by
her."
Anthony Burgess is a renowned
musician, screen writer, teacher and

~..

but Beard's Roman Women proves
once again that this author is not
stuck in a rut and can launch out on
a new path.
This book is concerned with a
middle-aged man who finds himself
in Rome, Italy, between planes, but
the stop-over takes weeks to run its
course.

Oh, not that it's not a good
album: it is, it's just that, to make a
jazz album sell to the broader
record-buying public, something
extra is needed.

focal point in an otherwise bare
apartment, etc., and all the while
the faucet drips, drips, drips.
But script writing plays a very
small part of this book, and, as the
title suggests, the story is primarily
concerned with women.
Burgess creates in these pages a
richness of dialogue, charismatic
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SALE!
For every two 90-minute Ampex PLUS SERIES
cartridges you buy, get a third one of the same,
FREE. These new PLUS SERIES 8-tracks from
Ampex feature extra high quality construction and
extra high performance. But you can buy a bundle
without paying a bundle. Espe9ially now ~~ this_
introductory special 3-pack pnce! Hurry 111-th1s
sale price is for a limited time only.

',.
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production,
spawned an album that could be
Chuck Mangione is a master on
played at any time of the day under
any mood. The album saved the flugelhorn and the electric
Country Joe from sinking into piano and has consistently come
obscurity, as he had been ever since out with fine albums. Songs like
he had reached his peak portion of "(The Day After) Our First Night
the limelight pie with the now- Together," and the even longer
famous fish,cheer at the Woodstock titled "I Gel Crazy (When My Eyes
Festival in 1969. Colllltry Joe has Touch You)" translate musical
since split The Fish, and attempted feelings to the listener without, of
several unsuccessful solo albums course, the benefit of lyrics, and
before hitting the jackpot with could probably not be stated any
Paradise with an Ocean View. If by better with them. The rest of the
some chance you haven't heard of album contains similar fine cuts. To
this album, pick it up: you'lllike it, _summarize, this is another fine
but dan 't take my word for it, ask album by a fine musician that will
go nowhere.
anybody.

Central Mall
December 1,1976 12 Noon
Sponsored by Student
Activities

AMPEX BLANK
8-TRACKS

./

In this case the album cover looks
like it's ready for the $1.99 shelf
already. To make John Doe go out
and blow his hard-earned dough,
an album cover .ought to have a
little show. This album doesn't, and
for that reason I'm afraid most will
pass it by. And that's a shame.
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All New Ed Ilion Candng:
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J Ampex PLUS SERIES

I

90-minute 8-track
cartridges ......... only

!
Copyright 1976
New Yorker ffiago.zine
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Forthe
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just two 90-minute
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Cassettes

Get a
FREE CASSETTE

only

Storage Rack
(holds 6 cassettes)

*

When you buy
two cassettes

*

This is the new Ampex PLUS
SERIES cassette. Extra high quality
construction. Extra high performance. And you
can buy a bundle without paying a bundle.:.especially
now at this introductory special package pnce!
The Ampex STACKETTE'" storage rack holds up to
6 cassettes in-or-out of their boxes. Racks interlock so
they can be stacked on top of each other. This spedal
offer good only while stock lasts.
·

Save $4.00 on 1st Pair
Save $5.00 on 2nd Pair

lobo
Who says women can be funny? TITTERS does.
And if you don't believe us,
just ask George Sand who says "a million laughs!"
TITTERS is the first collection of humor by women.
Women like Gail Parent, Gilda Redner, Anne Meara,
Phyllis Diller, Lois Gould and Candice Bergen.
so run down to your bookstore for the funniest book
fhls side of Joan Rivers.
outrageous Illustrations $14.95 cloth; $7.95 paper
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Musi-Survey ballots should be
dropped off at the Daily LOBO
office, Rm. 138 Marron Hall, or
mailed to Box 20, UNM,
Albuquerque, 87131. Simply list
your five favorite musical acts in
your lifetime. Results will appear at the beginning of Spring
Semester.
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lecturer in addit-ion to being a
prolific author.
Illustrations in this book are
primarily of scenes in Rome, mostly
seen as through rain, and here we
have one more involvement with
the book in that Beard trying to
:'orget a recently deceased wife,
moves in with a young girl
photographer who spends all her
time and film photographing Rome
'in the rain.' Illustrations are by
David Robinson, some black and
white, some color.

MACMILLAN

men's

.. :wheA
aGGempanied

shop
2120 ~entral S.E. 243-6954

PWS

WIN AN $11,000
GOLD CORVETTE

with
ID

I

ovt>t· ice urad lurn on the music.

Neat! Super wilh cola, 7UP,
tonic, orange juice or milk!

II

I

Have your own rocks concert;
just pour Southern Comfort

There's nothing more dellci01tB than Southern Comfort® on-the-rocks!

3500 Central Ave. S.E., Albuquerque
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In Record-Setting Opener
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Felix, Johnson Buffalo Colorado 90-82
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Hustling Lobos Rip Pokes 121-82

By Tim Gallagher
You might call them - the
hustlers.
But whatever label you give
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YOU CAN FIND
IT, TOO f

them, the UNM Lobo basketball
team "made it happen" with allover hustle and obliterated the New
Mexico Highlands University
Cowboys 121-82, Friday night in
University Arena.
It was the season opener for both
· clubs, and the Lobos put on an
impressive performance for a team
that is supposed to be just
representative this year. Of course,
it was against the NAlA Cowboys,
but the Lobos gave the 15,780 in
attendance a big th.rill with
tremendous' hustling spiced with
;even slam dunks

. CALl
293-2000

CO}ICI-l MOUSE
Dry Cleaners
Formerly Vogue Cleaners
Under New Management and Owner
Permanent
Students

20o/o Off tO

Employees
Faculty

On all Dry Cleaning, with valid UNM ID

For Sale
Men's Formal Wear From 24.95
Evening Gowns From 25.00
Wedding Gowns From 75.00
Open Friday Nights Until 9
All The Latest In Formal Fashions
7:30-6 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
8-5 p.m. Sat.

3014 Central SE

256-7013

The dunk is back and the Lobes
made the most of it in setting a
record for most points, field goals
(49) and field goals ·attempted
(105).
l f the Lobos looked nervous in
the early-going of the contest, then
Highlands looked absolutely
petrified.
Norm Cacy got UNM's first
basket of' the year and scored six of
the 'Pack's first 10 points. UNM
raced to an 18-6 during the first
seven minutes of the game mostly
because · they. forced many
Highlands turnovers.
The Cowboys turned the ball
over 27 times in the first half, 48
times in the game. Not to be
outdone, the Lobos gave the ball up
39 times in the contest.
The new style of Lobo hustle was
exempl·ifjcd best by a series of
actions by Billy Reid - one of the
best of the JC transfers.
"Honey Dip," as Reid is known
to his teammates, was bringing the
ball upcourt and had it stolen from
him by one of the Cowboys midway
through the first half. He hustled
back on defense, blocked the shot
and then raced ahead of everyone
else to take the lead pass on the fast
break.
Assessing his evening's play,
Reid said, "I made a few turnovers
which I didn't like, but I got down
the floor real well. We played like a
team tonight."
Reid led Lobo scorers with 24
points and he was topped only by
Highlands' David Berry, who
poured in 29. Berry with his
bombs and lay-ups, was the only
one who kept the score as "close"
as it was. But Berry also showed a
temper by firing a loose ball at
Norm Cacy. The Lobo forward
averted decapitation by ducking as
the ball whizzed by.
The Lobos grabbed their biggest
lead at 53-17 with about four-anda-half minutes to play in the first
half. But Highlands reeled off a 208 spurt and narrowed the gap to 6137 at halftime.
Highlands continued the burst
when the second half began,
scoring the first six points and then
outscoring the Lobos 12-2. When
Highlands was within 14, at 63-49,
coach Norm Ellenberger called a
time-out and the Lobos got their act
together. Michael Cooper, Willie
Howard and Cacy all hit jump
shots and the Cowboys were left to
spin their spurs.
Ellenberger fell short of ecstatic
when talking about the win, but he
wasn't crying either. "The game
went about like I expected," the
coach 'aid. "I was happy with pur

By Harold Smith
Marvin Johnson in his debut as a
Lobo swished in 24 points to pead.
·New Mexico's rough-and-tumble
basketball team over the Colorado
Buffalos, 90-82,' but it was hustling
Mark Felix who put CU on its heels
Salurday night in the Pit,
UNM is now 2-0 including
Friday's debacle against New
Mexico Highlands.
Felix, who may make the saying,
"the hands are quicker than the
eyes," a truism before the season it
out, gave Buff guard Toney Ellis
fits. He consistently stole the ball as
Ellis brought the ball upcourt.
After the game Felix, a 6·2
hustler from Los Angeles, said, "l
don't even worry about offense. I
just try to keep the other team from
scoring.''
Johnson did not suit out for the
Highlands game due to illness, but
the 6-5 junior-college transfer
looked healthy Saturday to the
15,243 who managed to spin their
wheels all the way to the corner of
Stadium and University. Marvin hit
10-19 from the field, mostly on
high, moon-arcing jumpers through
the bottom of the well.
Despite the victory there was bad
news for the Lobos as well. Michael
Cooper, who thrilled the Pit crowd
against NMHU with his reverse
slam dunk, received a "severe"·
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A nightmarish season came to an
end for the UNM football team
Saturday night in San Diego with a
17-14 loss to the San Diego State
Aztecs as again the Lobos were
done in by a turnover.
The gridders have lost many a
game this season because they
couldn't hold onto the ball, but
Saturday night the Lobos turned

The dunk, not seen in collegiate basketball since the
days of Lew Alcindor (now Kareem Abdu/-Jabbar),
returned to the Pit Friday night. Jimmy Allen makes the
first legal dunk in University Arena in eight years.

effort and attitude. We needed to
play to see where we stand. The one
thing I was unhappy about was our
rebounding." The Lobos outrebounded the much smaller
Cowboys 72-63.
"We threw the ball away quite a
bit, but in a game like this that's
going to happen. I thought our
defense created a lot of opportunities for the offense, but we
need better defense around the
basket."
6-10 center Wil Smiley said
playing Highlands was "Kinda like
playing agaimt a high schbol team ..
We played pretty well for a first
game.'•
Cacy said, "It wasn'ttoo bad for
a run-and-gun type of game."·
Explaining the Highlands spurt
back into the game, Cacy said,
"Our defense maybe slacked off a
little bit."
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Tonight
The 2-0 UNM basketball team
will meet the Yugoslavian
National team in an exhibition
match at 7:35 p.m. tonight in
University Arena.
The Slavs boast four members
off the Yugoslavian Olympic
team which finished second in
the 1976 Olympics.
The Lobos will use this contest as another tune-up for their
game with arch-rival New
Mexico State in Las Cruces
Wednesday night.

the ball over only once and that was
enough.
Trailing 10-7 in the third period,
the Lobes were driving into Aztec
territory. But senior tailback Kevin
Thompson took a pitch from
quarterback Noel Mazzone and
fumbled it at the Aztec 38.
San Diego State came right down
the field and scored six plays later

Karen Cramond and Susie Vigil finished their 1976 cross-country season
in the warmth of Florida, with Karen finishing 24th and Susie finishing
63rd in the AAU nationals.
This was the second trip to the AAU nationals for Karen and she
positioned 13th last year. This year she is the regional champion and won
14th place two weeks ago in the collegiate championship. She feels that the
caliber of the collegiate nationals is "just as good" as that of the AAU.
Susie Vigil, who did not participate in the regionals, was running in only
her second "big" meet of the year after obtaining a 28th place finish in the
collegiate championship run.
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For Colorado it was Emmott
Lewis. The swift Buffalo guard,
who sports springs for legs,
repeated his shooting performance

Fern Harriers Finish
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charlie horse in his thigh. That's
two injured players in two nights of
action. ScCYtt Daum, another
transfer, was injured Friday. UNM
coach Norm Ellenberger said it is
not known when the pair will be
able to play again.
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UNM Student Day
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Colorado 22, New Mexico 20.
Altcndance-15,242.

on a three-yard run by super
tailback David "Deacon" Turner.
The Lo bos got back in the
contest when Mazzone scored on a
two-yard run with 12:03 left in the
game. UNM had a chance to tie up
the contest, but an9ther Lobo
shortcoming
this
year
placekicking- did them in.
Bill Turner, kicking in place of
Jim Haynes, missed a 43-yard field
goal attempt with 5:05 to play.
The Lobos scored first in the
game on Mike Williams' two-yard
touchdown run. Williams rushed
for 157 yards on 35 carries marking
his fourth consecutive game rushing
for more than 100 yards.
• The sophomore fullback finished
the season with I ,240 yards making
him the UNM record-holder for
most yards gained rushing in a
season. Williams averaged 112
yards per contest this year.
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ordinary pull-over sweater, and no "
conspicuous beads. He even oc- ~
casionally says nice things about his ~
ball players. Of course that may ~·
mean Ellenberger is pleased with o
the type of team he has recruited 0
this year.
~.
«"
About his scrappy squad r
Ellenberger said, "We've got 10 or o
Il excellent basketball players. I oo
don't know who's going to start the
next game or who is going to
substitute."

Field goal percentages: Colorado 45,1 half, 38.9
game. New Me,.;Jco 45,0 hair, 46.3 game. Turnovers:

Held goal percentage: Hi~;hland.'> 42.5 half, 40.3
game. New Mc11ico 41.1 half, 46.6 game. TUrllO\cr~:
Hij!hlands 48. New Mexi~o J9.

Need a ride?

""3 ••I

get the experien.ce we'll need later
down the line." Ellenberger,
however, would only say, "On
certain nights certain players don't
get to play as much as they think
they should."
Ellenberger in his usual postgame interview with the press said
about the game, "We had a tough
time maintaining 100 per cent of the
intensity we had last night.
''First of all we beat .a good
basketball team. They really went
after us. With this team (Colorado)
we couldn't control the whole
thing."
There is speculation Ellenberger
may be attempting to change his
image. Whoever thought they'd see
Stormin' Norman wearing a plain,

Lobo ~ridders Drop Finale 17-14

'

Where Are You, Lew?
..

~~

.·sports·

from last year's game between the
same two teams up in Colorado.
Lewjs poured in 29 points and
grabbed eight rebounds.
New Mexico's transfers got the
majority of the playing time with
Dan and Steve Davis and Norm
Cacy being played sparingly. Dan
said he thought Ellenberger "used
this game to let a lot of new players

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS-------

SHARE THE RIDE
WITH US THIS
• CHRISTMAS
AND GET ON
TO AGOOD THING.
Us means Greyhound, and a lot of your fellow students
who are already on to a good thing. You leave when you
like. Travel comfortably. Arrive refreshed and on time.
You'!! save money, too. over the increased air
fares. Share the ride with us on weekends. Holidays.
Anytime. Go Greyhound.

GREYHOUND SERVICE
After college, what will I do?
That's a question a lot of young
people ask themselves these
days.
But a two-year Air Force ROTC
scholarship can help provide the
answers. Successful completion
of the program gets you an Air
Force commission along with an
excellent starting salary, a challenging job, prornatlon opportunities, and a secure future with
a modern Air Force. If you have
two academic years remaining,
find out today about the two-year
Air Force ROTC Scholarship
Program. It's a great way to serve
your country and a great way to
help pay tor your college education.

Inquire at:

Department of
Aerospace Studies

1901 los lomas, 277-4230

Were you closed out of classes you wanted? .Do you wish you could
be in a small class? Why not come by the Honors Center during
Continuous Registration and sec what we have to offer you?

ONE ROUND YOU CAN
TO
WAY
TRIP
LEAVE
Amarillo, Tx. $18.65 $35.45
3:45PM
Raton, N.M. 12.22 23.24
4:15PM
Denver, Colo. 28.75 54.65
4:15PM
Gallup, N.M.
7.44
14.14
5:15PM
Roswell, N.M. 10.24 19.50
4:~5 PM

YOU
ARRIVE

11:00P.M.
10:10 P.M.
3:30A.M.

8:05P.M.
8:35P.M.

Ask your agent about additional departure! and return trips.
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There are places available in several of our course offerings, including Freshman Honors seminars, Freshman and Sophomore.
General Studies seminars (all3-credit hour courses), and Undergraduate Seminars (1-credit hour U.S.P. courses). Descri1>tions and book
lists are available at the Honors Center, Humanities Building, west
wing, ground floor-- or cal! ext. 2201 t"or information.
\

GREYHOUND AGENT

300 2nd St. SW
Albuquerque, N.M.

Ph.# 243-4435

GO
GREYHOUND
••• and leave the driving to us
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Rates: 15 cents per wor1l per dny, one dollur
minimum. Advertisements n{n rive or more consecutive duys with no chunges, 11i11e cents per
word per da)' (no refunds If cuncelled before five
insertions), Classified advertisements must bt•
paid In advance,
Marron Hall Room 131 or by mull to: Clusslfled
Advertising, UNM Ro• 20, Alhu<tuerque, N.M.
87131
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CONTACTSn CASEY OPTICAL Company, 2558736. tfn
I FOUND IT. You can, too. Cnli293-2000. li!/3
'PARTY! HUGE Sound System booking fast for Dec.
1lc•tcr and cheaper than band. Frats/Sors. special
rate. 242-8638. 1211
THE BEST PRICED LUNCH in town: foot-long hot
dogs, 35 cents. 11·3, Okle's. J2/3
ARE YOU REACHING OUT for heir?
AGORA-someone to reach out to. 2773013. ll/30
IF YOU'VE FOUND IT, share it at University
Christian Fellowship Dinner, SUB ballroom, Dec. 2.
Tickets, $1.00. 1211
UNIQUE CHRISTMAS GIFT. Festive, accurate,
hand-drawn natal horoscopes, $5.00. Bill Nolan, 268·
0247. 12/3
BERNADETTE, HAPP'( BIRTHDAY!IIIove you,1
Vince. 11/29
CHAMPIONSHIP BOXING: SUil Ballroom, Sat.,
Dec. 4th, 7:30 p.m. Adm. $2.00, students
$1.50. 12/3
BALLROOM DANCE: (Sambas, Cha-chas), band.
UNM Student Union Ballroom, December 3rd
(Friday), 7:00-10:00. $2.50 courlc, $1.50 single, $1.00
Mudcnts, semi-formal. 1213
ECKANKAR will present an introductory film
dealing whh soul travel, etc. Thursday, 1212, 7:30
p.m., room 250-D, sun. 1212
BAKERY CAFE opens: daily wholesome specials,
nightly dinner casseroles. 118 Yale S.E. 1213

2.

LOST & I"OUND

FOUND: SMALL DOG, rossibly Terrier w/grcy
wiry hair, wandering La Posada. Call 277·
2R86. I 1/29
FOUND: MAN'S RING, Popejoy I 1110/76. Identify
nndclaim256-1847. 11/29
LOST: MALE BRINDLE BOXER; black collar,
Colorado rabies tag, uncut cars; from Sycamore
Street. Call843-9709. 12/1

FOUND: KEYS. Physics lecture, Lab bldg., 11!18.
Claim at Marron Hall, rm. 131. 12/3.
FOUND: IRISH SETTER PUPPY ncar EE building.
Contact Prof. Kelly, 277·4924. Describe &
claim. 1213
FOUND: Lori Brown's wallet. Claim In Marron II all,
nn. 131. 1213
·
L.OST: SILVEH RING, sentimental value. Mark,
298-829!. Rcwan:l. 11129

3.

SERVICES
-----------------------

LSAT-MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call Profc~slonal r!ducator> of New Mexico, Inc. 8425200. tfn
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS. Lowest
price~ in town! Fast, pleasing, ncar UNM. Call 2652444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NI;;. tfn
·LEGITIMATE MASSAGE 298-4718. 12/3
CUSTOM SEWING-personal or domestic, done
' with skill and imagination: 898-5977. 11129
TYPING: RESUMES, MANUSCRIPTS, legal,
medical and general. 266-4770. I I/30
PAINTING: RESIDENTIAl., 10 yc~rs experience.
Call Wes Oritt, 255·1890 after 5. 12/3
FOR $9.38 rcr month and up, store your belongings
in 24-hour secured safety ncar campus. Call: U-Storlt Corp. 242-1100, or U-Stor-lt Cotp. 2668580. 12/1
TYPrNG: by CircularFJicServlm, 2~6-3953. 12/3
BARRY'S I:lLECTRONIC REPAIR, I 18 San Pedro
S.E.. 265-0335. Color TV's, tupc decks, "creo,
amplifiers, auto radio>. lnltall burglar alarms. IOOJo
discount for students with ID's. Q11ick service. Used
TV'1forsalc. 12/3
FAMOUS QUI VIR A BOOKSHOP and Photography
Gallery is v, block from Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Special order <ervicc. 11/29
THE BIKE SHOP. Tunc-ups on ten-speeds, while
. you wait, $3.00. 605 Yale S.E. 11/29
EXPERT TYPING, 266-4567. 12/3
TYPING: M.A. English, Selectric, on campus, 296·
8564. 12/3
TYPIST, 65 cents, 83 1·6161/344·6476. 12/3
LEGAL SERVICES. UNM Law School Clinical
Program offers legal services for students and 1taff.
Furnished by qualified law students under faculty
IU(>Cr-ision. Availability limited to those whose assets
and income do not exceed established guidelines.
$1.00 registration fcc. Call 277-2913 or 277-3504 for
information and appointments. Sponsored by
AssociatcdStudentsoflJNM. 11129

4. I<'OR'SALE
BICYCLES: WI•. HAVE the lightest weight for the
money you can buy. Some on sale. R.C. Hallett's.
843·9378. tfn

...Cold Weather

-.

------------------

BUY I GET I FREE. Monday thru Saturday 7-9,
Uncle Nasty's. 12/3
2USE'D 10-SPEI::DS. Call265·3292. 11/30
'67 DODGE VAN, $500.00. Dave, 277-5385. 11/30
FOR SALE: HARLEY Davidson XLH 1000 '75.
F:xccl!cnt condition, after 5 p.m. 296-2397. 11126
'71 HONDA, 350 en, good condition, $400.00 or
hc;t offer. 298-3602 after 5 p.m., weekdays. 1211
ASSUME $7.00 per mo., color TV, new warranty,
big 1crccn, color tint controls. 255-7535. 1211 I EA VIN(i TOWN-KIRBY vacuum cleaner, brand
new 1977. Ass\tme paymcntsof$7.47 per month, new
warranty, 255-7534. 1211
WJI L SACRIFI('E EQUITY on Sherwood, Pioneer,
SaiiStli & Kenwood receivers, reel to reels, 8 tracks,
Hurry white tltey last. 255-7534. 1211
LEFT IN LAY AW A. Y: Singer sewing machine
equipped to ~is-zag, buttonhole. Not claimed, pay
$1 9".00 and take machine, 255-7534. 12/1
FULL SIZE MATTRESS, box spring, metal fratnc,
cover, bedspread. Very good, $75.00, 2684813. 12/3
ST£iREO AT DEALER'S COST: Marantz, lliC,
Tenac, Shure, Thorcns, Discwashcr, ADC, Celestion,
Ultrapltasc, EPI. Cerwin Vega, TD'K, Utah, Dual,
SAE, Sony, AKG, and more at Stereo Wholesale,
607A San Mateo N.E. 256-7920. 12/3

5

}'OR RENT

-·-------------BEST UNM APARTMENTS, l.arge, nicely furnilhed and carpeted. Dishwn1hcrs, disposers,
security, UNM one block. 208-209 Columbia S.E. No
children, pets. $180,00, call255-2685.
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED APT., $169/mo. 299~448 after 5.
11129
·
GENTLE-MAN, 22, needs two ladies to share three
bedroom S.G. house. No chauvinism. Dan 2563874. 11/30
LUXURIOUS I-BEDROOM carpeted apartment,
beautifully furnished including two har · stools .
$195.00/mo., 3 blocks away from University. Call
242-1404 aftcr7:00. 12/1
STUDIO APT.: clean, ncar University and bus, 2(>80504 or 265-6966. 12/2
FURNISHED 2-RM. apt.; stove, refrig., 7th & Fruit
S.W. $105/mo. C'all765-4454. 1213

6.

EMPLOYMENT

--------------I FOUND IT. You can, too. Call293-2000. 12/3
WAITRESS, SINGURS WANTED for exciting new
theatre rc,taurant. Call Pam McCool, 2994401. 11/29
TACO Vll.l.A-Wantcd: Full or part time, girl1 for
counter work. 2(>08 Central S.E. I l/29
BANDS NEEDED for Sunday night;, Chciseu St.
Pub, c·oroniido Ccnm, call between 9·1 1 a.m., BBJ·
46115, Joe. 12/3

Subscribe Now!

CHI:lLSEA ST. PUll: waitrcrsons, and kitchen help.
Apply 9-11 a.m., 2:30 to 5 p.m., Mon.-Fri.,
Cor\lnado Center. 12/3
PART·TIMl' XMAS HELP needed from Nov. 23·
Jan. 3. Oruduatc qudcnts only-must .be over 21.
Apply in person, no phone calls, please. Save Way
l.iquor Stores: 5704 Lomas N.E., 5516 Mcttaul
N.E. 1213

7.

NEEDED:
student-age
rc.,onncl
for
evening/weekend job> as contract photographers.
Caii26B-5393, aftcr6 p.m. 1213

TRAVEL

RIDES! RIDES! RIDES! C'all Ridclinc ... 265-9860.
(303) 449-6670 t11 Intercontinental Travel Centre.

11/30
RIL)E FOR TWO wanted to N.E. coa1t around the
beginning of vacation. Share$. Cull Amy, 277-6259,
12:30-4:30. 12/3

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED: USED PINBALL machines. Any condition, old or new ·-working or not. 883·8679. 12/3

.TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
UNITED Feature Syndicate
ACROSS
1 lang.'s
complement
4 Crusts on
wounds
9 Drive lorward
14 Human life
period
1 5 Pierre -----:
Fr. Traitor
16 Rental
agreement
17 Citrus concoction
19 Used poor
judgment
20 Take-----:
Cruise
20 No. Atlantic
island:
Abbr.
22 Transpose
into type
23 Close hermetically
24 Overturns
• quickly
26 Not genuine
29 Baton
Rouge campus: Abbr.
31 Be in session
32 Ribbon:
Suffix
33 Cotton
fabric
36 Furrow
38 Fish catching device
39 Feign an action
41 A sugar

43 Fortify
44 louis----:
Metis'
leader
46 Feels sure
of
47 Egyptian
Christian
49 WW-11 initials
50 Adjective
suffix
51 Pitcher
52 Did needlework
54 Farewell: Informal
58 Reprimand:
Slang
60 Holy person: Abbr.
61 Rhythmic
pattern
62 Rank in a
sequence
64 Auto accessories:
2 words
66 ----Mongolia
67 Rewrites
68 At this lime,
in ScoHand
69 Throw out
70 Acts
7 1 Ending with
mod and
cist

DOWN
1 Buddhist

monks
2 Marble

3 -----Mater:

Tuesday's Puzzle Solved:

As s
B0 L
L U E c
E L D0
G
MADE
IAlRLE TIE
B
0
B
S

A S_lC
R 010
0 l,lL
M. . L
A~L E
SOG
R~

A P
CAp s
My
AN 0~
L y E S
A R
I E
L 0 T S
N
L I L
HANDLE
M I T
T IAtX

~If

START
NAMER
ERODES
ARA
NEST
Rlf D AD 0 R N
LEAS
STU
COLLAR
A M B I t'At'[ A B AM A U 5 A
0 I L S
T R I Ml
MLJ! TJEID
HE A[!'
11 S1T1E T
s~ 1:101 E

.

--

33 The
universe
34 Weapon
35 Modera,te in
degree
37 Change of
direction
40 Despised
42 Butcher's
helper
45 Clam-digBeauty"
ging time: 2
9 Fr. land
words
bodies
48 Follows a
10 On the -----path
pretext
53 Very
1 1 Epithet of
·strange
Athena
55 Make
12 Dialect:
amends
Comb. form 56 Purport
13 Conducted
57 Crime
18 Food grain
59 Saucy
24 Newspaper 61 Fail to persection: Inceive
formal
62 Edgar Allan
25 Pompous
27 "-----of
63 Pull with
robins .... .''
difficulty
28 Allots
65 Timetable
30 Prophet
abbr.
Mother
Earth
4 Blow of the
.hand
5 Where L.A.
is
6 Serve
7 Insurer's
concern: 2
8 ..words.
_______ _

(Continued from page I)

building. No one was injured and only minor damages
'
occurred.
Campus police have no estimate as to the amount of
damage caused by the cold weather. Couffer said that
"invariably when cold weather hits, we do have a
number of pipes that do break on us."

You can put the campus
in a mailbox for just $10
per year. That includes
daily mailing of all issues
of the Daily Lobo and
weekly mailings of the
Summer Lobo.

All the leaks were stopped by the physical plant and
should be repaired sometime this week, Couffer said.
Officer James of the UNM Police said that although
there was no serious damage "It will be a hassle for the
custodians who have to clean it all up."
Coufrer said there will be no problem on Monday
when classes resume and that no classrooms will be
without heat.
Near blizzard conditions were reported this past
weekend by the National Weather Service and
traveler's advisories were posted. Winds of up to 51
miles an hour were reported causing wind-chill factors
of 30 degrees below zero.

Come to Marron Hall
Room 131 or mail $10 to:
Daily Lobo
UNM Box20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

---·-·---------

New Mexico
Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge
5 or more times- B¢ per word
Terms Cash in advance

Want Ads say it
in a Big WayU

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
_________ times beginning
_, under the heading (circle one): 1.
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment;
7. Miscellaneous.

Marron Hall, Room 132
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque,. New Mexico 87131

Enclosed$

Placed by

_ . _ . ...... Telephone .

